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W ŁA D YSŁA W  KU LPA *
RIGID GRAPHS OF MAPS
Abstract. In this note we construct maps between metric separable connected spaces X  and Y 
such that the graphs are connected, dense and rigid subspaces o f the Cartesian product X x Y . 
From this result it follows that there is no maximal topology among metric separable connected 
topologies on a given set X.
In  this note we shall construct maps between metric separable connect spaces X  
and Y  such that the graphs are connected, dense and rigid subspaces of the Cartesian 
product X x Y .  The first construction of a map f : R - * R  with the connected and 
dense graph in the plane and satisfying the Cauchy equation f ( x ) + f ( y ) = f ( x + y )  
was given by F.B. Jones [3] in 1942. More general construction one can find in [4]. 
In  order to  obtain the existence o f rigid graphs o f maps, we shall utilize, in the 
proof, an idea o f W. Sierpiński from [5]. A similar method is also used in de G root’s 
paper [2].
Spaces considered here are assumed to be separable and metric, i.e. we assume 
that they are subspaces of the Hilbert’s cube I0’.
A continuous map / :  X  -» Y, I ,  7 c / “, is called a continuous displacement
[2], iff there exists a subset V<=X such that
\ f (V)\  = T  and F n / ( F ) =  0 ,
Let us notice that each homeomorphism f :  X  -*■ X  different from the identity 
map, and where A' is a connected subspace of I 03, ia a continuous displacement. 
Indeed, s i n c e i d * ,  there exists a point x e  X  such that f ( x ) ^ x .  Choose disjoint 
open sets V, W<= X  such that x e  V  and f ( x )  e f ( V )  c. W. Since X  is a connected 
metric space hence \V \= 2 C0. Thus, 1 /(101=2" and V n f ( V )  = 0 .
For more exhaustive information on continuous displacements, the reader 
can refer to de G root’s paper [2].
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A space is said to  be rigid if it admits between itself no homeomorphsim 
different from the identity map. An abound information on rigid spaces can be 
found in Charatonik’s paper [1].
For each map f :  X  -» Y, let G (/)  denotes the graph o f the map / :
G (f )  =  { ( x , y ) e X x Y : y  =  f ( x ) } .
Let n: X x Y  -> X  means the projection and let the symbols Int, Bd mean 
respectively interior and boundary operations.
Let us start from a
LEMMA. I f  f :  X  -* Y is a map between connected metric separable spaces 
such that fo r each non-empty open set G c  X x Y  with non-empty boundary
G ( / ) n B d X xrG #  0 ,
then the graph is connected and dense in X x Y .
P ro o f . It is obvious that the graph must be dense in X x Y ,  because the sets 
o f the form U x V ,  U  open in X  and V open in Y, create a base for the topology 
of the space X x Y .
In order to  see that the graph must be connected we shall utilize two results 
from [4]. I t  was proved in ([4, Lemma 1]) that if  X  and Y  are connected spaces 
and G is a non-empty subset of X x  Y  then one of the following conditions is 
satisfied:
(a) Intx Ji(BdX xrG)?£0,
(b) there exists an x e  X  such that 7t_1(x) c  Bd*xyG,
(c) G is dense in X x Y .
Secondly ([4, Lemma 2]), if D  is a dense subset of a connected space Z  such 
that for each non-empty open set G c Z  with Z)<£G,
D n B d z 0
then D is a connected set.
Put D = G (f )  and Z  = X x Y .  Let us verify that the condition D n B d z G ^ 0  
is satisfied for each non-empty open set G c Z  for that D  <fc G.
(1) If  Intx 7i(Bdz G )#  0  then according to  the assumption Dr*Bdz G ^ 0 .
(2) If  there exists an x e  X  such that n _1(x)c=Bdz G then it is clear that 
D n B d z G ^ 0 .
(3) I f  G $ D  is dense in Z  then
D n B d z G =  D n ( Z \ G )  =  D \ G  ^  0 .
Thus, the lemma is proved.
THEOREM . Let X  and Y be metric separable and connected spaces. Then 
there exists a family ^  a  M ap(X , Y), \<ś\ =  2C, c =  2®, such that:
(1) each graph G(f), fe<%, is a connected, dense and rigid subspace o f the 
product X x Y ,
(2) no two distinct graphs G(f )  and G(g), f , g e  are homoemorphic.
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P ro o f . Assume that the product 1 x 7  is a subspace of the Hilbert cube 
r°, X  x Y  c  7®. Consider the family
{ ( £ : $ , - > n : « < 2*}
of all the continuous d isplacem ent/,: Sx -» 7“, where S x is a subset of /" ,  such that
n [ S , n ( I x y ) ]  =  2“ 
where ti : A'x Y  -* Z  is the projection. Let us well order the set X;
X  =  {xa : a <  2“}
and let us put, for each a <  2m, Qx =  { x j  x Y. Let [Px : a <  2“} be a well-ordering 
of the family
{ B d ^ y G : G is open in X x  Y  and Int*jr(Bd*xy G )# 0 } .
We shall define by induction sets
A  =  {pa, q j  rx , s x , t x} C X x Y ,  a <  2“ ,
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Pa ^  Qa ^ Qy.’ *^a £ $ ao (^ fx  Y), sa7^  and 7t(*ya) =
(2) if x , >> e  (J {Aa\ { ^ }  : a <  2®} and then 7t(x )#  7t0 >),‘
(3) for each a <  2“ /*(/•*) ^ U  {^l/j: /? <  2"}.
Suppose that the sets A fi have been choosen for each p  <  a. Put
Z* =  U  {A,  : P < a } .
We have |Za| <  2“ .
(a) Let us choose a p x e P x such that
Pa 6 -P«\{/^ 0>) : P < a} and tc (/>a) i  n (Zx) .
(b) Choose a qx s Q x such that
qx =  q0 whenever Q* n  (Za u  {/>*}) #  0
or
<7« £ Q ^ \{ fp ( rfi) ■ P <  a} whenever n  (Za u  {/>J) =  0 .
(c) Let Vx c S ,  be a set such that
\ / M \  =  2"‘ and Vx n f x(Vx) = 0 .
Choose points rx, sx e Sxn ( X x  Y)  such that
rx , sa e f x 1 I f x (Vx) \ { Z x u  {px , « , } ) ] \ {/,(/>) : P < a}, 
n(rx) ¥= n (sa) and n(rx) , n ( s x) $ n ( Z x \ j { p a, qa}).
(d) Finally, choose tx e X x Y  such that
W s J }  x Y \ { f p(rfi) : P < a} .
One can verify that the conditions (a)—(d) imply the conditions (1)—(3). 
Let us put S = { s x : a <  2®}. The set S  can be represented as the union
S =  u  {By :y < 2 C}, c =  2“
such that . „  , „
y =ty implies B. #  By .
Define for each y <  2C the set
K y = U  {{px , qa, rx , dl}:  a  <  2“},
where
dl fs«> if
| f a , if sx$ B y .
Let gy : X  -* Y  be such that G(g) =  Ky.
Since each set K  contains the set (J {px, qx} : a <  2“} hence according to 
Lemma each of the sets, Ky < 2C, is dense and connected in the product X x Y .
Now, suppose that there exists a continuous displacement f : K y -+Ky. , y , y ' <  2C. 
Since Ky.c:XxY<=:  / “, we can consider the map /  as a continuous displacement 
/ :  Ky -> r .
By Lavrientieff’s Theorem there exists a continuous extension of/ , / *  : K* -* 
where K*zs Ky is a subspace of l w. According to the construction there exists 
an a <  2“ such that
/ *  =  /« and SX = K*.
Consider the point rx e S x. By the construction we get
rxe S x n K y and f x(rx) £ K f , for each y' < 2C. 
f ( r a) = f * ( r x) = f x(rx) t K y ,
hat contradicts with f ( r x) e K 'y.
COROLLARY. There exist 2C non-homeomorphic, connected rigid subspaces 
o f  the Hilbert cube / “ .
If  we put in Theorem X  = Y  = R  then we get
COROLLARY. On the set o f  reals, there exist 2C non-homeomorphic metric 
connected separable and rigid topologies which are finer than the natural topology 
o f  the space R  o f  reals.
COROLLARY. There is no maximal topology among metric separable con­
nected topologies on the set X.
P ro o f . Suppose that X  is a maximal connected metric separable space. Let 
f : X ~ *  Y  be a map such that the graph G ( f ) c  X x Y  is a rigid connected and 
dense subspace of the product X x Y .  The projection n : G (J) — X  induces 
a topology on the set X  which is finer than the previous topology.
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